Improving ROI and Preparing for
Enterprise-wide Digital Transformation
Legacy SAP Customers Turning to Blue Marble for Enablement Help to Realize
Improved ROI on SAP Investments and Deliver Business Results; Now and Future.
Big Sky, Montana – Aug 18, 2016 – Blue Marble Consulting Inc. has added SAP Collaborative Applications
Renovation and Enablement (CARE) to its service offerings.
For many legacy ERP organizations, immediate concerns over limited resources, unfulfilled desires to
realize business value, and lower than ideal user adoption, are all barriers to begin strategically
positioning for a digital transformation. With a team of highly skilled consultants applying an
experienced driven methodology and using real-time tools and status tracking, we provide SAP
applications enablement, optimization, and support services, to simplify, overcome current challenges,
and drive innovation for growth.

Blue Marble's SAP CARE is the first step towards readying for S/4HANA or simply achieving better
business results, with what you have already deployed. With our extensive and deep experience in SAP
ERP implementations, across a range of industries, we help organizations remove barriers by filling
crucial ‘support’ gaps that hinder achievements.
We deploy best practices gained from more than 15 years of SAP ERP experience, with a team of fully US
domiciled consultants, leveraging:






An integrated team of skilled SAP functional, technical and project management consultants
that have worked together for many years
Communications and collaboration tools
Issue tracking and resolution management tools
An emphasis on knowledge transfer and a supporting methodology for continued usage
Collaboration and real-time status update with customers.

“For WCS, the Blue Marble team's impact has been immediate and tremendous. In our initial joint
sessions, we very quickly identified and prioritized items to work on. We are impressed with the tools,
quality of skills and level of professionalism, that Blue Marble has provided,” said Sue Manasse, ERP
Team Leader, Wildlife Conservation Society. “Our ERP staff has responded positively and upped their
own game.”
About Blue Marble Consulting Inc.

Blue Marble Consulting is a value added reseller of SAP solutions including SAP S/4HANA. Since 2001 we
have enabled 75 clients with SAP ERP solutions and are proud of our 100% reference rate. We are SAP

solutions experts in Finance, Logistics, Procurement, Grants Management, Human Capital Management,
Customer Relationship Management, Project Accounting, Project Management, and Enterprise Asset
Management. Our extensive experience in servicing the unique needs of the public sector, utilities and
nonprofits make our participation a critical component of success for many SAP projects.
In addition, Blue Marble provides leadership in SAP Risk Mitigation and Delivery Assurance, Custom End
User Training and Consultant team leadership for new installations, redesigns, upgrades and post
production support.
To learn more about Blue Marble Consulting Inc., please visit www.sap-bmc.com
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